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Every year, it’s the same question – what are some great wine lover gifts? Well, I also get the question of what
to get the kids, Mom, Mr. Corkscrew, and on and on. But for people who are really into wine, it can really be
hard to figure out what to get. I mean, none of us needs yet another corkscrew! I’m just sayin… I’m fortunate
to get sent all sorts of trinkets and stuff throughout the year to try out and review. Some of the stuff is meh,
but some of it ends up being pretty cool. So here are a few of my favorite wine lover gifts for the upcoming
holiday season.

Books
Books make perfect wine lover gifts. I joke (sorta) to people all the time that I haven’t read for pleasure since
law school – and that’s been a minute! With the thousands of pages of reading that law school required and
the extensive reading that #LawyerLife requires (think onion skin tax code and regulations!) it’s hard to get
excited about MORE reading when I have free time. But one exception to that is wine books. Of course! Some
of these have been sent to me to review and others I purchased as they were recommended to me. And for a
little more detail on the books, check out my IG review.

Exploring Wine Regions – Bordeaux France

Exploring Wine Regions – Bordeaux
This book is the second in a series that covers wine regions around the world. And this one hits both of my
sweet spots – wine and travel. Studying wine, Bordeaux is literally the first region you learn about and several
of the wines on my personal “wine bucket list” hail from Bordeaux. The book is seriously everything Bordeaux
– the wine, the food, castles, the Bordelais way of life and more. Dear COVID go away so I can visit Bordeaux!
You can purchase the book here for hard copy or here for electronic.
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